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Doubly dipolar molecules exhibit complex internal spin-dynamics when electric and magnetic
fields are both applied. Near magnetic trap minima, these spin-dynamics lead to enhancements
in Majorana spin-flip transitions by many orders of magnitude relative to atoms, and are thus an
important obstacle for progress in molecule trapping and cooling. We conclusively demonstrate and
address this with OH molecules in a trap geometry where spin-flip losses can be tuned from over
200 s−1 to below our 2 s−1 vacuum limited loss rate with only a simple external bias coil and with
minimal impact on trap depth and gradient.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ultracold regime extends toward molecules on
many fronts [1]. Feshbach molecules at the BEC-
BCS crossover have been studied [2–5], ground state al-
kali dimers continue to progress [6–14], and KRb polar
molecules have reached quantum degeneracy in an opti-
cal lattice [15]. Recently developed laser cooling strate-
gies are tackling certain nearly vibrationally diagonal
molecules [16–21]. A diverse array of alternative strate-
gies have succeeded on other molecules [22–29], including
those now enabling molecular collision studies [30–33].
Many of these directly cooled molecules will require sec-
ondary strategies like evaporation or sympathetic cool-
ing to make further gains in phase space density [34–36].
They also may face a familiar challenge: spin flip loss
near the zero of a magnetic trap, but dramatically en-
hanced for doubly dipolar molecules, relative to atoms,
due to their internal spin dynamics in mixed electric and
magnetic fields.
Spin flips were directly observed for magnetically
trapped atoms near 50 µK and overcome with a time-
orbiting potential trap [37] or an optically plugged
trap [38], enabling the first production of Bose-Einstein
condensates. Non-laser-based molecular cooling ex-
periments begin at modest temperatures and require
trap strengths typically only attained with quadrupole
fields [22, 39–42]. In the 2 T/cm magnetic quadrupole
used in our previous studies of hydroxyl radicals
(OH) [35], spin-flips should not have had a significant
influence until the µK regime, but the application of elec-
tric field changes this. Electric fields applied to magnet-
ically trapped dipolar species offer interesting opportu-
nities to study anisotropic collisions and quantum chem-
istry [43]. They can also be useful for control over state
purity [44]. But the electric field can also dramatically
enhance spin-flip losses, due to internal spin-dynamics
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that we corroborate with direct experimental evidence
for the first time in the present work. We achieve this
with a novel trap geometry that also allows complete re-
moval of the loss with minimal sacrifice of trap strength.
II. LOSS MECHANISM
The internal spin-dynamics leading to spin-flip en-
hancement are subtle, having eluded two previous inves-
tigations: In Ref. [45] the analogues of atomic spin-flip
loss for molecules in mixed fields were modeled. It was
concluded that no significant loss enhancement due to
electric field would be evident. However, this conclusion
holds only for the approximate Hamiltonian used in that
study, not more generally. In Ref. [46] it was correctly
noted that Hund’s case (a) molecules maintain a quan-
tization axis in mixed fields. The states of the molecule
were shown to align with one of the two quantization axes
set by the vector fields ~X± = deff ~E ± µeff ~B [47], µeff and
deff the effective dipole moments of the molecule in un-
combined fields. The key idea is that Hund’s case (a)
molecules have both dipole moments fixed to their inter-
nuclear axis, so that in the molecular frame, the energy
shifts from the two fields combine like vectors. It was
also shown that the combined Stark-Zeeman energy shift
of the molecule is proportional to the length of either
~X±, depending on the choice of quantization axis, with
proportionality given by an m quantum number. This
basis was dubbed “Hund’s Case X,” and it was asserted
that the existence of the Hund’s Case X quantization axis
would prevent flips near the zero of a quadrupole trap.
As we now describe, the loss is actually enhanced, but
this Hund’s Case X basis actually proves very useful in
explaining why.
We begin with an intuitive picture. In order to re-
main well trapped in combined fields, a molecule must
remain weak field seeking with respect to both fields,
i.e. doubly stretched. This means that the quantiza-
tion axis to which it aligns should correspond to the
vector field ~X± with maximal length at the molecule’s
location. In a geometry where the fields are continu-
ously rotating, the maximal length vector field can be
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2FIG. 1. A uniform electric field, added to magnetically
trapped molecules for dipolar studies or other purposes, en-
hances spin-flip losses. Note in particular the increased size
of the lowest contour (red) in panel (f) relative to panel (e);
this result can be understood by considering Zeeman shifts
under various conditions as shown in panels (a-c) and de-
scribed further now. Four Zeeman split lines in OH’s X2Π3/2
manifold are shown (a-c), with the doubly stretched state in
blue and its spin-flip partner in dashed red. These states
are shown with no electric field (a), with | ~E|= 150 V/cm
and ~E ‖ ~B (b), and with ~E ⊥ ~B (c). Note the vastly re-
duced red-blue splitting in the latter case. The ground state
consists of two parities and four m states each, usually la-
beled |parity = f, e; m=± 1/2,± 3/2〉. The negative par-
ity, electrically strong field seeking manifold sits ∆ below (d).
The application of electric field generally drives these pari-
ties further apart, but within each parity manifold the ex-
act modification depends on the relative field orientations (b-
c). In panels (e-f), energy splitting contours are shown ev-
ery 40 MHz near the zero of a 2 T/cm magnetic quadrupole
trap for OH molecules [44] with ~E = 0 (e), and with uniform
E = 150 V/cm along the strong axis of the quadrupole (f).
The vectors are deff ~E + sign( ~E · ~B)µeff ~B, the proper quan-
tization axis for well-trapped molecules as described in the
text.
either of deff ~E ± µeff ~B, depending on whether the fields
are oriented closer to parallel or antiparallel. Consider a
molecule in a magnetic quadrupole trap with a uniform
electric field. This trap has two hemispheres, a parallel
hemisphere where the fields are closer to parallel, and
vice versa. The hemispheres are separated by a plane
where ~E ⊥ ~B, which intersects the trap center. Now sup-
pose a molecule in the doubly stretched state begins in
the parallel hemisphere. To be doubly stretched, it must
be aligned to the sum quantization axis set by the vec-
tor field ~X+ = deff ~E + µeff ~B. If its trajectory carries it
near the trap center where the magnetic field is small,
the electric field does indeed maintain the quantization
axis and the molecule’s alignment with it. However when
the molecule enters the antiparallel hemisphere, the mag-
nitude of this quantization axis now decreases with in-
creasing magnetic field. This molecule has therefore spin-
TABLE I. Enhancements (η) and loss rates (γ) for OH with
typical applied fields. Zero field values are equivalent to tra-
ditional spin-flip loss. Electric field is required during evapo-
ration and spectroscopy to open avoided crossings [35, 44], or
applied to polarize the molecules and study collisions [43].
55 mK 5 mK
E (V/cm)
η γ (s−1) η γ (s−1)
Purpose
0 1 0.02 1 1.3 Zero Field
300 5 0.1 9 11 Evaporation
550 17 0.3 40 50 Spectroscopy
3000 1000 19 1600 2000 Polarizing
flipped from the doubly stretched state to a magnetically
strong field seeking state. These states are degenerate in
the plane where ~E ⊥ ~B, leading to loss.
This intuition agrees with a more rigorous analysis of
the energy splitting G between the trapped state and its
spin-flip partner. By diagonalizing the approximate eight
state ground molecular Hamiltonian for OH, subtracting
the relevant state energies and Taylor expanding, we find:
G(B⊥,B||, E) = 2B|| + 4.3·B3⊥
∆2
E4 +O(B
2
||,B4⊥) (1)
Here B⊥,|| = µeff ~B · eˆ⊥,||, where eˆ is the unit vector in the
labeled direction relative to the electric field. E = |deff ~E|,
∆ is the lambda doubling (see Fig. 1d). The relevant
splitting is not quite zero where ~E ⊥ ~B and B|| = 0 thanks
to ∆, but nonetheless reaches a deep minimum; the re-
maining Zeeman splitting is reduced from linear to cubic
in magnetic field (Fig. 1). This Zeeman splitting sup-
pression is in fact a known phenomenon in the precision
measurement community [48, 49], and experimentalists
have exploited it to suppress the influence of magnetic
fields in electron EDM measurements. However, in the
case of applying mixed fields during trapping, this sup-
pression is not beneficial but rather detrimental.
To deduce the effect of this loss plane on the ensemble,
we consider molecular trajectories in light of the Landau
Zener formula:
Phop = e
−piκ2/2~G˙, (2)
which relates the probability of diabatically hopping be-
tween two states Phop to their energetic coupling κ and
their rate of approach G˙= vzdG/dz. Here z and vz are
normal to the ~E ⊥ ~B plane, and we neglect the compo-
nents of G˙ due to the other coordinates since from Eqn. 1
it is clear that G grows predominately in one direction.
We can also set κ to the minimum energy gap along the
trajectory, which is found in the plane. This facilitates
direct numerical computation of the loss rate (γ) by inte-
grating the molecule flux through the plane for a thermal
distribution, weighted by the hopping probability. See
Eqn. A2 in App. A for the full expression. We perform
these integrations for OH over the velocity distribution in
3a 2 T/cm magnetic quadrupole [39] under various electric
fields in Tab. I.
We have also developed an algebraic scaling law, which
yields the electric field induced loss enhancement factor
η =
3
11
(
deffE√
κ∆
)8/3
, (3)
see App. C for the full derivation. Here κ represents a
characteristic energy scale for spin-flips that can be de-
rived by setting Phop =1/e in Eqn. 2 and using a typi-
cal value of vz. This means that for electric fields with
deffE >
√
κ∆, the loss enhancement is almost cubic with
electric field. Crucially, it is not ∆ that sets the relevant
scale, as one might naively suppose given that this is the
energy beyond which the Stark effect is linear and the
molecule is polarized. Instead it is
√
κ∆, which is in gen-
eral much smaller; κ= 5 MHz for OH in our trap, while
∆ = 1.7 GHz.
Returning to the numerical approach, the direct in-
tegration of flux is a key improvement relative to our
previous work [43], where electric fields were applied to
study collisions. The mechanism of molecular spin-flip
loss was identified, and an attempt was made to decon-
volve it from the collisional effect of the electric field. Re-
visiting this with the direct integration of flux, we find a
three-fold larger loss magnitude, enough to explain a sig-
nificant portion of the effect previously attributed to col-
lisions, see App. A. In light of this, it becomes especially
important to perform direct, unconvolved experimental
verification of both the magnitude of the loss effect and
the validity of our loss-flux calculations. We now present
the new trap where this is achieved.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our idea is to use a pair of 2D quadrupole traps, one
magnetic and the other electric, with orthogonal center-
lines (Fig. 2):
~B = B′xyˆ −B′yxˆ ~E = E′yyˆ − E′zzˆ (4)
We achieve these fields in a geometry that matches our
Stark decelerator [24]. This geometry features large spin-
flip loss, since ~E ⊥ ~B in both the x= 0 and y = 0 planes,
and from Eqn. 1, G= B3⊥∆2/E4 will be generally very
small due to the large E . However, by adding a small
magnetic field ~B =Bcoilzˆ along the centerline of the mag-
netic quadrupole with an external bias coil, a dramatic
change can be made to the surfaces where ~E ⊥ ~B with
minimal perturbation of the trapping potential.
Bcoil morphs the ~E ⊥ ~B surface from a pair of planes
into the hyperbolic sheet given by x · y = z ·Bcoil/B′
(Substitute Eqn. 4 into ~E · ~B = 0). This means that
~E ⊥ ~B is pushed away from the z-axis where ~B is small-
est. In Fig. 3, the surfaces where ~E ⊥ ~B for several Bcoil
magnitudes are calculated and shown wherever G≤ κ.
FIG. 2. The last six pins of our Stark decelerator [39]
form the trap (a), which is 0.45 K deep with trap frequency
ν ≈ 4 kHz (b). Along y the trap is bounded by the 2 mm pin
spacing. The yellow pins are positively charged and the cen-
tral pin pair negatively, which forms a 2D electric quadrupole
trap with zero along the x-axis. This is shown for the x= 0
plane (c), with yellow pins artificially projected for clarity
since they don’t actually intersect the plane. The central pins
are magnetized, with two domains each. Blue indicates mag-
netization along +yˆ, red along −yˆ. These domains produce a
magnetic quadrupole trap with zero along the z-axis, shown
in the z = 0 plane (d).
FIG. 3. Surfaces where spin-flips can occur are shown for
three values of Bcoil in light gray, dark gray, and black. The
magnetic pins are shown as in Fig. 2 for context. The purple
star marks the trap center, to which molecules are confined
within a ~1 mm diameter.
The loss regions ought to be tuned far enough from the
trap center that molecules cannot access them. This is
indeed what we observe, note the striking difference in
trap lifetimes in Fig. 4a. With only 200 G bias field (the
trap is 5 kG deep) the loss is suppressed below that due
to background gas.
To further verify our understandings of the loss mech-
anism, we translated one of the magnetic pins along xˆ.
4This pin translation disrupts the idealized 2D magnetic
quadrupole by adding a small trapping field ~B ∝B′zzˆ,
which significantly alters the topology of the ~E ⊥ ~B sur-
face and the overall loss rate in the trap. We also compute
loss rates for all values of pin translation and Bcoil by nu-
merically integrating the loss flux through these unusual
loss surfaces via the Landau-Zener formula, just as for
the simpler quadrupole geometry discussed previously.
The calculated populations after 30 ms in the trap have
a reasonable agreement with the measurements (Fig. 4b).
The direct integral calculation uses only the temperature
of a purely thermal distribution as a free parameter, and
does not involve computation of any trajectories. The
temperature fits to 170± 20 mK [50]. An intuitive expla-
nation for the intriguing double well structure in Fig. 1
is that Bcoil first translates the magnetic zero along the
z-axis, overlapping it with larger electric fields at first
before moving it out of the trap.
With strong experimental confirmation of the molecu-
lar spin-flip loss enhancement, we can move on to gener-
alize beyond OH. Hund’s case (a) states are most suscep-
tible in the sense that smaller electric fields are sufficient
to cause a significant problem, but with enough electric
field any state exhibiting competition between electric
and magnetic fields for alignment of the molecule or atom
will be susceptible. One way to avoid competition is for
the fields to couple to unrelated parts of the Hamilto-
nian, which happens to a limited extent for Hund’s case
(b) states without electron orbital angular momentum (Σ
states, Λ = 0) [46]. In these states, which include most
laser-cooled molecules thus far, the electric and magnetic
fields couple to rotation and spin respectively, which are
only related by the spin-rotation coupling constant. This
constant is usually in the tens of MHz [36], so molecu-
lar spin-flip loss remains quite significant. The inclusion
of hyperfine requires a careful case-by-case investigation.
For OH, it would initially seem to add an extra split-
ting that could protect from spin-flips, but in fact the
loss plane is only shifted slightly away from ~E ⊥ ~B and
retains the same area. For YO [51], certain hyperfine
states can avoid spin-flip loss entirely when electric fields
are applied. These states are characterized by significant
electron-spin-to-nuclear-spin dipolar coupling, which re-
sults in a protective gap regardless of field orientation.
It is also instructive to consider the related case of
a pure electrostatic trap. Here there is always some
zero field parity splitting that prevents the orientation-
reversing spin flips we have been discussing. However,
this same splitting pushes all states with the same sign
of m, the field alignment quantum number, very close to
one another, leading to loss via Landau-Zener transitions
other than the m to −m spin-flip [52]. Intriguingly, the
addition of a homogeneous magnetic field can actually
suppress this loss [53].
The present trap, in addition to providing the desired
experimental testing ground for molecular spin-flip loss,
produces large 5 T/cm trap gradients useful for maintain-
ing high densities to facilitate collisional studies. This is
FIG. 4. Time traces (a) without bias field (black), with bias
field (green dots), and with modulated density (green circles).
One body fits (red) give loss rates of 200 s−1 without bias field
and 2 s−1 with full bias field at long times, in agreement with
our background gas pressure. At the fixed time 30 ms, popu-
lation is shown as a function of both pin translation and bias
field (b), for several values of pin translation, labeled relative
to perfect alignment. Fits (red) are calculated by integrat-
ing the molecule flux of a thermal ensemble through surfaces
where ~E ⊥ ~B.
in contrast with other strategies for plugging the hole
of a magnetic trap which often lead to a reduction in
trap gradient. With loss removed, we observe a popula-
tion trend whose initially fast decay rate decreases over
time (Fig. 4a, green dots), suggesting a two-body colli-
sional effect. We test this by reducing the initial popula-
tion fivefold but without changing its spatial or velocity
distribution, and then scale the resulting trend by five
(green circles). This technique is described further to-
ward the end of App. B. If collisions had contributed,
this new trend would show less decay, but we observe no
significant change. This seeming lack of collisions is likely
due to the much higher initial temperature of 170 mK, in
contrast to the earlier work at and below 50 mK [35]. An
alternative hypothesis for the population trend is the ex-
istence of chaotic trap orbits with long escape times [54].
The understanding of electric field enhanced spin-flip loss
brings an important consequence to the use of RF knife
5under electric field employed in the forced evaporation,
especially at low temperatures. We present the effect of
evaporation at intermediate temperatures (∼ 30 mK) in
App. B. Moving forward, we aim to increase the density
by means of several improvements [55, 56].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Molecule enhanced spin-flip loss arises in mixed elec-
tric and magnetic fields due to a competition between
field quantization axes. We conclusively demonstrate and
suppress this effect using our dual magnetic and electric
quadrupole trap, which is also an ideal setting for further
progress in collisional physics thanks to its large trap gra-
dient. Our calculation of the magnitude of spin-flip loss
via flux through surfaces where ~E ⊥ ~B enables detailed
predictions of how its location and magnitude ought to
scale with bias field and trap alignment, which we exper-
imentally verify. Our results correct existing predictions
about molecular spin-flips in mixed fields and pave the
way toward further improvements in molecule trapping
and cooling.
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APPENDICES
The present study on the role of mixed fields for spin-
flip loss evolved out of our continuing investigations into
the collisional processes of trapped OH molecules in a
magnetic quadrupole trap reported in Refs. [35, 43]. The
current investigations have revealed that the spin-flip loss
can be substantially enhanced when an electric field is ap-
plied to the magnetic trap, and thus an important frac-
tion of the inelastic collisional loss under various electric
fields is in fact attributable to spin-flip losses. In App. A
and App. B we provide further information on the elec-
tric field-induced trap loss and evaporative cooling, re-
spectively. In App. C we provide an algebraic derivation
of the loss enhancement factor presented in Eqn. 3.
Appendix A: Electric Field-Induced Trap Losses
Ref. [43] introduced the single particle spin-flip loss en-
hancement process and deconvoluted its effect from the
inelastic collisional effect (Appendix A, Ref. [43]). Since
that time, new and more systematic experimental obser-
vations have prompted improvements to the analysis that
was presented there.
Relative to the previous approach, we make the same
simplifying assumptions: loss only occurs in the ~E ⊥ ~B
plane, and only the velocity orthogonal to this plane mat-
ters as molecules cross this loss plane, and the in-trap
population follows a thermalized Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. Our improvement relates to the next step,
where an integral calculation for the loss rate is per-
formed. In Ref. [43] the integration spans the entire 3D
spatial distribution, weighted by the frequency of cross-
ing of the center plane and the chance of loss for each
crossing:
γ =
∞∫
0
4pir2 n(r)dr
∞∫
0
n(vθ)dvθ
( vθ
pir
Phop(r, vθ)
)
. (A1)
Here n(r) is the radial distribution function, constrained
to satisfy
∫∞
0
4pir2n(r) = 1, and of the form n(r) ∝
e−µBB
′r/kT . Likewise n(vθ) is the usual normalized
Maxwellian velocity distribution. Implicit in this integra-
tion is the assumption that molecules at a given radius
r cross the center plane with a frequency of vθ/pir. This
approximation is rather simplistic given that molecules
are typically not following circular orbits of constant vθ
but are in general following some complex trap motion.
In addition, the trap is approximated as spherically sym-
metric to avoid the complication of elliptical coordinates
in the three dimension.
A more accurate treatment that we use here is to per-
form an integration of flux through the loss plane di-
rectly:
γ =
∞∫
0
2pir n(r)dr
∞∫
0
n(vz)dvz (vzPhop(r, vz)) . (A2)
Here the spatial integration is over the central plane only,
hence the 2pir Jacobean, and the hopping probability is
multiplied by vz to give a flux. The population distri-
bution n(r) is now normalized correctly for an oblate
ellipsoidal quadrupole trap, which no longer requires el-
liptical coordinates since the integration is only in one
plane. We change to cylindrical coordinates to highlight
our focus on the central plane. This flux integral gives
the desired loss rate without any approximations about
molecule orbits or plane-crossing frequency. This rigor-
ous treatment provides precisely an overall scaling factor
of pi relative to the previous estimate. Comparing the
integrands and Jacobeans of Eqn. 1 and 2 gives a factor
of pi/2, and the change of integration from the spherical
trap volume to the loss plane provides a factor of 2 via
the distribution n(r).
The influence of this factor on the deconvolution proce-
dure relates to the details of the two-body fitting routine.
One plus two body fits N˙ = −ΓN−βN2 were performed
6FIG. 5. Experimental data on electric field-induced loss with
an attempted overlap to spin-flip loss simulations. The case
of no electric field (black, solid, circles) is compared to electric
fields of 3 kV/cm turned on after a wait time indicated in the
legend.
to various decay trap curves, with the one body rate Γ
fixed to the value expected due to vacuum scattering and
spin-flip loss. An example of such decay curves is shown
in Fig. 5, where electric field is turned on suddenly af-
ter various hold times, which is motivated by the desire
to vary the trapped sample density. With the stronger
spin-flip loss, we also consider its effect beyond a pure
one-body decay. Molecules whose orbits regularly inter-
sect the loss region are lost, after which thermalization
would be required to repopulate the loss prone trajecto-
ries of phase space. If thermalization is slow, spin-flip
loss can have a rate that decreases over time, producing
a time dependence of population like that of a two-body
effect. Even though the possibility of a factor of two
error in the calculated magnitude of spin-flip loss was
considered in Ref. [43] (Repeated here in Fig. 6, shaded
regions), the possibility of its influencing the data in a
non-single-particle manner was not addressed. We note
however that both the previous and current derivations
of spin-flip loss assume a thermal distribution in the trap.
We have performed single particle Monte Carlo simu-
lations of spin-flip loss to further investigate this effect,
and we obtain curves such as shown with the experimen-
tal data in Fig. 5. We also performed the same one- plus
two-body fitting procedure to the single particle spin-flip
loss simulation traces, which yield two-body values that
overlap with those derived in Ref. [43], see Fig. 6. This
suggests that the spin-flip loss plays an important role
in the observed loss data under applied electric fields,
and the effect of inelastic collisions is marginal within
the errorbars. Still, as we did not involve inelastic col-
lisions in the simulation, there are notable discrepancies
between simulation and data, such as in the initial rate
of the decays in Fig. 5. One avenue to try and improve
agreement would be to incorporate collisions in the sim-
ulation. There are many challenges in the quantitative
application of these simulations, such as the existence of
FIG. 6. Two body fits from [43] to experimental data like that
in Fig. 5 but at various electric fields. The blue data points
and shaded region are repeated from Fig. 3 of [43], where the
shading indicates the variation that would be brought about
by two-fold changes in Γ from spin-flip losses. With a factor
of 3 correction noted in this study, the spin flip loss simulation
(thick red line) matches the original data within errorbars.
various partially trapped substates. The best path for-
ward is to perform future collisional experiments with the
single-particle effect removed.
Appendix B: Evaporation
Ref. [35] describes the processes of evaporation from a
magnetic quadrupole trap and of depletion spectroscopy
to measure the trap distribution. Both processes re-
quire two steps. First, molecules are transferred from the
positive to the negative parity state by applying short
pulses of microwaves tuned to a specific range of mag-
netic fields. After this transfer, the molecules are still
trapped, and only by the subsequent application of a DC
electric field to open avoided crossings can these oppo-
site parity molecules escape from the trap. In the case
of using depletion spectroscopy for thermometry, the mi-
crowave pulses transfer only a small fraction of popula-
tion between the opposite parity state to reflect the origi-
nal population distribution [44]. A final step is necessary
to measure the overall population in the trap by laser
induced fluorescence. The crossings opened by electric
field would only allow molecules in the upper 90% of the
trap to escape, so it was assumed that a cold population
insensitive to the spectroscopic technique would be build-
ing up in both parity states at low magnetic fields. Given
the existence of spin-flip loss caused by the electric field
at the center of the trap where such a cold population
would build up, and given its strength for the relevant
temperatures and electric fields (Tab. I), the assumption
of cold samples building up in the lower parity state must
be reexamined.
Some of the temperature fits performed in Fig. 3 of
Ref. [35] relied on this assumption, which we now no
7longer use. We rely on only the directly experimentally
accessible spectra, such as those shown in panels (a-c) of
Fig. 3 of Ref. [35]. After taking similar measurements re-
peatedly, the depletion spectra are found to be useful to
identify enhancements in density caused by the evapora-
tion. Figure 7 show such enhancements for evaporation
sequences designed to achieve a twofold temperature re-
duction. The initial temperature of 59± 2 mK is higher
than reported in Ref. [35], mostly due to a subtle cor-
rection to the molecular Hamiltonian. A detailed cal-
culation of this correction including nearly one hundred
ground and excited hyperfine levels is given in Ref. [57].
Since depletion spectroscopy transfers only a fraction
of molecules to the lower parity state at a specific mag-
netic field value, we integrate the total area enclosed by
the spectroscopy curve, which is scaled according to the
observed total population by laser induced fluorescence.
This is necessary because depletion spectroscopy is per-
formed with a train of short microwave pulses lasting over
a total time of about a quarter of a trap oscillation, so
that molecules are not at all frozen in place. Relative to
a very brief spectroscopy pulse that would only deplete
molecules in a given region at that particular instant, the
use of a train of pulses over a longer period of time allows
us to sample molecules more widely to boost the signal
to noise ratio of spectroscopy. The spectroscopy gives
a value that is proportional to the true instantaneous
population in a specific magnetic field region, but with
a scaling factor that allows the signal to be constrained
with the measured total number of molecules in the trap.
We carefully include all of the steps in the error analysis
leading to the error bars shown in Fig. 7.
In addition to the spatial density enhancement in the
low magnetic field region, we can also examine the phase
space density (PSD) in the trap, under the assump-
tion of good thermal equilibrium. As the population
N was reduced by 60% after evaporation, the temper-
ature came down by a factor of 2. For a quadrupole trap
PSD∝N T−9/2, which gives a PSD increase of a factor of
10. It is possible for truncation effects to explain a frac-
tion of this effect. When we perform Maxwell-Boltzmann
fits to truncated distribution models, we can see PSD en-
hancements of at most 6, at which point the truncated
models no longer bear much resemblance to a thermal
distribution and cannot be fit.
We have also performed another independent verifica-
tion of the collisional effect by comparing the populations
under two closely related experimental sequences. The
first is a normal evaporation sequence and the second is
identical but with a time-reversed microwave frequency
chirp, so that the population cut goes backwards from
deep to shallow in the trap. This comparison subjects
all molecules to the same integrated microwave power,
and thus the two conditions should be equivalent in a
situation with only single particle effects. With respect
to collisional effects, the time-reversed case functions like
a truncation, preventing molecules that would otherwise
have collisionally thermalized to lower temperatures from
FIG. 7. Depletion spectroscopy spectra are obtained after
evaporation (red filled circles) and without evaporation (blue
open circles). The integrated areas under the curves corre-
spond to the total number of molecules detected. Solid lines
are fits to Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions with tempera-
tures of 59±2 mK without evaporation (blue), and 30±2 mK
for evaporation (red). The evaporation achieves a clear den-
sity enhancement in the vicinity of 500 G.
doing so. To whatever extent an evaporation is success-
ful in facilitating beneficial thermalizing collisions, the
time-reversed condition should yield fewer molecules. We
consistently observe this at the (6± 2)% level, pointing
to an evaporative effect despite the negative influence of
spin-flip losses. We have also experimentally observed
that under less ideal initial conditions, such as higher
initial temperatures of 80 mK resulting from poorer de-
celerator performance, the density enhancements at low
magnetic field and the forward backward differences both
disappear, confirming the role of evaporation.
Moving forward, we can now use the newly developed
capability of reducing the population without perturb-
ing its phase space distribution, as mentioned above in
Sec. III. This ought to reduce the influence of collisional
processes, but keep any single particle effects the same,
thus disambiguating the two. Many possible approaches
have key drawbacks, for example changing the partial
pressure of water in our supersonic expansion would re-
quire changing the temperature of the valve and thereby
influencing the initial speed of the beam. We opt for the
application of microwaves during deceleration, leading to
a probability for transitioning from a weak to strong field
seeking state and being deflected out of the beam. We
tune the microwaves to be resonant only at low magni-
tudes of electric fields, experienced by all molecules when
flying through a de-energized stage just after switching.
The microwaves are applied via horn and have a 17 cm
wavelength, so that microwave power variations across
the cloud are minimal. The microwaves are applied early
during deceleration, so that the molecules have many
stages of deceleration left to remix any outstanding asym-
metries in the removal process. It is difficult to experi-
mentally verify that the phase space distribution is truly
unaffected, but in one projection of phase space, the time
of flight profile of slowed molecules after deceleration, the
distribution seems to be unaffected even by tenfold reduc-
8tions using this technique.
While the role of collisional effects in Ref. [35] is re-
duced by spin-flip losses, especially at low temperatures
below 10 mK, spectroscopic comparisons and evaporation
subtractions confirm the evaporative effect. The devel-
opment of forward to backward comparisons and homo-
geneous density variations will allow us to further distin-
guish collisional effects from single particle dynamics in
the next generation system.
Appendix C: Scaling Law Derivation
Here we derive the loss enhancement scaling law pre-
sented in Eqn. 3, and repeated here:
η =
3
11
(
deffE√
κ∆
)8/3
. (C1)
The key idea is to compare the surface areas of the loss
regions with and without electric field. There is no exact
loss region where a molecule is guaranteed to spin flip,
but rather its velocity and direction contribute to the
Landau-Zener probability (Eqn. 2). Nonetheless, for the
purposes of a scaling law, we can assume the average
thermal velocity vT , and choose a probability threshold
of P > 1/e. These assumptions allow us to define the
loss region as the contour surface of energy κ where
κ =
√
2~G˙/pi =
√
4~vTB′/pi. (C2)
Here G˙ is the rate of change in the energy gap between
the trapped state and its spin flip partner, and B′ is the
magnetic field gradient along the strong axis of the trap.
We assume that the electric field is applied parallel to
the strong axis of the quadrupole trap, which makes the
loss plane, as defined by ~E ⊥ ~B, perpendicular to this
axis. This matches the geometry that has been realized
in our experiment [43], and is the worst case, but by
no more than a constant factor of 2
√
2 relative to other
directions the electric field could have.
Before application of electric field, the κ valued en-
ergy contour is the surface of an oblate ellipsoid of long
radius r0 = 2κ/µeffB
′. Its area is then 2piα r20, where
α(e) = 1 + (1/e − e)tanh−1(e) generally for eccentricity
e, and α ∼ 1.38 for the present 2:1 ellipsoid. When elec-
tric field is applied, the energy gap near the trap zero
takes an unusual functional form. To derive it, we first
assign spatial coordinates r and z denoting directions
within and normal to the loss plane, respectively. Next
we diagonalize the ground state hamiltonian of OH in
mixed fields, see App. A of Ref. [44], or similarly for an-
other species. Subtracting the energies of the trapped
state and its spin-flip partner, and then series expanding
the result yields:
G = 2µeffB
′|z|+ β (µeffB
′r/2)3∆2
(deffE)4
f(deffE/∆), (C3)
plus higher order terms in r and z. Here β = 625/144 =
4.3 and f is a rational expression that approaches 1 for
small arguments: f(x) = (1 + 1.28x2)/
√
1 + 1.44x2. The
key feature, as discussed in Sec. II, is the cubic depen-
dence G exhibits on r which leads to much more severely
oblate contours.
Now we can use Eqn. C3 to compute the surface area
of the G = κ contour. We specialize to the regime where
deffE < ∆, so that f(deffE/∆) ∼ 1. The radial extent of
the surface can be solved by inverting κ = G|z=0:
rE =
1
µeffB′
3
√
8κ(deffE)4
β∆2
. (C4)
The axial extent remains z = κ/µeffB
′ for all ~E. For large
enough E, rE dominates over this axial extent, so that
the area is effectively 2pir2E and the loss area enhancement
becomes η = r2E/(αr
2
0). Putting everything together:
η =
1
α
(
1
µeffB′
3
√
8κ(deffE)4
β∆2
)2/(
2κ
µeffB′
)2
=
1
αβ2/3
(
1
2κ
3
√
8κ(deffE)4
∆2
)2
=
3
11
(
deffE√
κ∆
)8/3
.
(C5)
Now we address the domain of validity of this result.
When E is small, Eqn. C3 only has a narrow range of
validity, since the electric field only dominates in a very
small region near the trap center. Outside, G retains a
nearly linear dependence on r. This means that Eqn. C4
only holds for E above some threshold. For smaller E,
rE will simply not be significantly perturbed from its
zero electric field value of r0 = 2κ/µeffB
′. The impli-
cation for the enhancement factor in Eqn. C5 is simply
that it is only valid when it predicts an enhancement sig-
nificantly greater than unity. In other words, Eqn. C5
holds when deffE > 1.6 ·
√
κ∆, but below this η grad-
ually returns to unity. Eventually when deffE > ∆,
the factor of f(deffE/∆) in Eqn. C3 is better approxi-
mated by 1.1 ·deffE/∆, which leads to the modification
η = 0.26 · (deffE)2/κ4/3∆2/3. Thus for these larger E-
fields, the enhancement factor reduces in its dependence
on electric field from order 8/3 to order 2. At this point,
the loss is typically too large for trapping, see Tab. I.
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